Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that makes the most sense in the sentence.

1. The ________________ sold a lot of paintings at the art show today.
   artist     margin     nightmare     prepare

2. It is important for babies to drink plenty of ________________ milk.
   barefoot     carbon     dairy     fairy

3. I’m glad that Luka is my ________________ on this project because we work well as a team.
   chairman     airfare     barber     partner

4. The farmers’ ________________ has many fruits and vegetables to offer to consumers.
   haircut     market     garlic     carpet

5. My little sister likes to add lots of ________________ to her doll costumes.
   marble     hardly     target     sparkle

Directions: Divide each word into syllables and tell whether the first or second syllable is the accented syllable.

6. pardon
   ____________

7. declare
   ____________

8. sparkle
   ____________

9. stairway
   ____________

10. affair
    ____________
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